Time Trials Saturday to Determine Ten Engineers
Who Will Race at Ithaca

The Harvard track team will have two last Saturday to determine its team for the Varsity meet at Ithaca next week. Tuesday will be the official practice day of the team. The practice session will begin at 3:30 in the afternoon and is open to all Harvard undergraduates.

Only Eight Freshmen

There will be eight freshmen on the team, and these will include two former Worcester Academy distance runners, a former trackman from -the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and three trackmen from other schools.

OUT For Harvard '26

The eight freshmen will be the only new faces on the team, and they will have the following options: a former Worcester Academy distance runner, a former trackman from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and three trackmen from other schools.

Technicalities of a Better Manifestation of Spirit

The eight freshmen will be the only new faces on the team, and they will have the following options: a former Worcester Academy distance runner, a former trackman from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and three trackmen from other schools.

Lack of Freshman Candidates

The team will have to rely on its senior and junior candidates for success in the meet, as the freshmen have not been able to contribute to the team this season.

Aims and Objectives

The aim of the track team is to develop a solid foundation for future years, and the seniors and juniors will be expected to carry the load in the meet at Ithaca.

SHUMAN CORNER

We have attained the element of individuality in our clothes for college men, through the choicest weaves and patterns and the best workmanship.

COACH WALTER METCALF OF THE SOPHOMORE FOOTBALL TEAM

A half of one's coming is quite a feat, but the Tech football team, after making a half of one's coming in the first half of the game, was able to take the lead in the second half and win the game.
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